Navigating Volatility
Our expert team is ready
to help your business thrive
What we are hearing
• COVID-19 disruptions have led to earnings or liquidity pressures on the business
• Upcoming debt refinancing at risk due to business challenges and tightening credit
• Opportunity to acquire distressed assets enhancing the business portfolio, operations, and value
• An underperforming business unit is becoming a burden on company performance and resources

Questions business leaders should be asking
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Capital & Liquidity

• How has our cash flow outlook changed in the near to
medium term?
• How are our trading, lending and shareholder relationships?
• Are we experiencing working capital constraints and issues?
• Do we have material upcoming debt maturities or capex
requirements?
• Are we having difficulties raising funds or refinancing?
• Is there a risk that obligations under debt facilities will not
be met (e.g., payments, covenants)?

Performance Improvement

• How is COVID-19 impacting our business performance?
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Distressed M&A

• Is our business performance in line with our expectations
and goals?

• Have we identified potential stressed target value
opportunities in our upstream / downstream supply chain or
competitor landscape?

• How does our operating and financial performance compare
with our best in class competitors?

• Have we explored potential non-standard M&A acquisition
structures i.e. loan to own routes?

• Have we assessed our cost structure in line with the
changing operating environment?

• How would we fund such a distressed acquisition?

• Is there an underperforming business unit that needs to be
fixed, sold or closed?

• How will we turnaround and extract maximum value from
the distressed acquisition?

Signs to watch out for
Financial
• Declining earnings and cash flows
• Increasing leverage
• Tightening liquidity
• Breaches and defaults
• Qualified audit opinions

Strategic
• Challenged business model
• Unsuccessful expansion
• Portfolio misalignment
• Growth constraints

Operational
• Margin compression
• Inflexible cost structures
• Project cost overruns / delays
• Low plant / asset utilisation

Market
• Loss of major contract/customer
• Declining market share
• Supply chain issues
• Regulatory changes

How Deloitte can support you
Holistic approach
End to end M&A, capital and
restructuring capability

Deep sector insights
In-house, in-country industry
and sector experts

Analytics
Data driven approaches to
generate insights that drive value
creation…fast

Global network
Access to experts and capital
providers without borders
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